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1. What is an institution?
1. **What is an institution?**

   for social science, it is a well established structure of social order and cooperation, governing the actions and practices of individuals within a given community
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2. What is inequality?

unequal distribution across a structure
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3. How is inequality manifested spatially?
Al-Wakalat Street
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“West” Amman
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6. Some hope for optimism
Figure 1. Bulaq residents returning home on a quiet Sunday afternoon, crossing the tracks that separate their quarter from Doqqi.)
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Ladies Night

Every Tuesday
With Nassar & E-Sho

Ladies enter for free and get 4 free drinks
MR. WORLDWIDE
PITBULL
FAN CLUB
PARTY

Mixed By: DJ NASSAR & Friends

FRIDAY 26-APRIL-2013

A Night Full Of PITBULL’s Releases, Remixes & Hit Singles
PEOPLE TODAY IS
EIGHTIES NIGHT COME
AND RELIVE THAT WONDERFUL
DECADE @ CUBE

COUPLES AND GROUP
POLICIES APPLY

FOR MORE INFO AND
RESERVATIONS
CALL 07998559555
So what?
Thank you!